Introduction
Speech-based authentication systems with automatic speaker verification (ASV) technology provide a low-cost and flexible biometric solution to access control [1] . It yields high recognition accuracy when speech data from acoustically matched conditions are used in both enrollment and verification. But the performance of ASV systems degrades dramatically in the presence of channel or environmental mismatch. The channel effects are well-compensated with the help of advanced channel effect reduction techniques on i-vector representation [2] . Mismatch due to additive environmental noise, however, remains challenging [3] . Much research has been devoted on improving the accuracy of ASV systems in the presence of additive noise. Speech enhancement techniques are used to reduce the effect of noise in speech [4] . Robust features are also proposed which are invariant to certain variations in speech signal [5, 6] . Fusion of several sub-systems with different features and different speech activity detection (SAD) methods have been applied to noise-robust speaker identification [7] . The investigated features range from cepstral, cortical to prosodic features and the explored SAD methods include both supervised and unsupervised ones. Further, model domain techniques such as parallel model combination and multi-condition training [8] are also studied. Nevertheless, all these techniques are most effective for specific or known types of noises, none being a universal solution for environments with unpredictable noises.
Differing from the existing single-channel solutions to noise-robustness, we study the use of multiple microphones to record speech. As opposed to existing multi-channel speech acquisition methods where several identical microphones are placed in different physical locations from the signal source, we collect signals using two different kinds of microphones. The first one is a conventional acoustic microphone (AM) that uses acoustic transducer to convert sound energy into electrical signals. The second one is a skin-attached non-acoustic sensor [9] , throat microphone (TM) or laryngophone, that picks up vocal fold vibration into signals. As the TM absorbs vibrations directly from the throat, the signal is immensely robust even in severely degraded environmental conditions. Known applications of throat microphones includes speech communication in military, aviation, law enforcement, sports or other similar scenarios where the subjects wear helmets, masks or full-face breathing apparatuses. This study is a part of an ongoing OCTAVE project 1 that transfers ASV technology to novel logical and physical access control applications including demanding acoustic environments. Even if the use of throat microphones has been widely explored in speech processing (reviewed in Section 2), their use in ASV appears surprisingly small; most of the known work on throat microphone based speaker recognition are done by one research group [10, 11, 12] . Other than this, it is used to address the limitation of ASV system's ability to handle whisper speech [13] . Shahina et al. have also studied this for language identification task [14] .
This study presents a work-in-progress report on setting up a practical data collection platform for the OCTAVE project and reports findings on a small pilot corpus (38 speakers) to study feasibility of throat mics in ASV. We aim at independent validation of some of the earlier findings concerning the potential of TM signals. We expand the prior work in TM-based speaker verification (reviewed in Section 2.2) with the inclusion of more modern ASV systems (GMM-UBM [15] and i-vectors [2] ) and fusion of throat and acoustic microphone features. One of the challenges that we face is unavailability of throat-mic data to train universal background models (UBMs) and other system components. To this end, we propose to use the classic maximum a posteriori (MAP) recipe to adapt the UBMs. 
Related work

General Use of Throat Mics in Speech Processing
Techniques for robust speech recognition and SAD in highly noisy, non-stationary environments using several heterogeneous sensors have been explored in [16] . The hardware prototypes integrate AM with bone microphones and TM among others into headsets. Another wearable recording system used in [17] integrates a close-talking, a monophonic far-field, and a TM in addition to a 4-channel far-field microphone array to create a multi-channel database for speech recognition. The database contains spontaneous, conversational, and partly noisy speech for seven synchronized audio channels. In [18] , a technique for estimating clean acoustic speech features by combining TM and AM recordings using a probabilistic optimum filter (POF) mapping is proposed for speech recognition. Since TM speech is relatively more robust to environmental variations, it can be used to detect speech regions. In [19, 20] , this idea is used and improved recognition performance is obtained when TM speech is used for SAD. In [21] , various adaptation methods such as maximum likelihood linear regression and sigmoid low-pass filtering are studied in the context of whispered speech recognition with the help of TM signal. In [22] and [23] , TM is used for voice quality assessment.
Throat microphone signals are also used in speech enhancement. They are also used as clean reference signal for the objective performance measure for speech enhancement algorithms [24] . Though TM speech is more robust in presence of ambient noise but its intelligibility is lower than AM speech. For this reason, sometimes the quality of TM speech also needs to be improved. In [25] , a phone-dependent Gaussian mixture model-based statistical mapping have been explored for this purpose to construct probabilistic mappings between TM and AM speech signals. Various spectral mapping techniques are compared in [26] for the enhancement of TM speech.
Use in Automatic Speaker Verification
In spite of its high robustness against environmental noise, surprisingly throat microphone is not much studied for speaker recognition. This is possibly because in recent past, most of the advancements in speaker recognition research are made with NIST SRE where text-independent speaker recognition problem with telephone channel conversational speech of longer duration (approximately 5 min) is the main concern. The major applications of this task are in forensic and surveillance. However, text-dependent speaker recognition is more suitable for access control, both for physical (e.g., entrance to a protected area) and logical (e.g., tele-banking, secure service over internet, etc.) access. In this work, the main motivation for exploring throat microphone in this context is due to its inherent robustness in realistic noisy conditions. Our work is a part of the ongoing OCTAVE project for developing real-time voice biometrics for physical and logical access in a highly degraded environment (e.g., airport ground). Our goal is to explore the use of throat microphone in such a degraded condition for speaker verification task.
The previous studies in throat microphone based speaker recognition used auto-associative neural network (AANN) for modeling target speakers [10, 11, 12] . Performance was evaluated for closed-set speaker identification task. In this work, we evaluate the performance of acoustic and throat microphone based speaker verification system for GMM-UBM and i-vector based speaker recognition. Moreover, since the signals are synchronized, we use SAD labels computed for TM for more accurate detection of speech segments, specially in noisy condition. Further, we use score fusion to combine the recognition scores of AM and TM system. The block diagram of overall speaker recognition system is depicted in Fig. 1 .
Collection of Speech Corpus
Dual microphone speech data for text-dependent speaker recognition are collected using a web-based user interface from three different sites. All the recordings are made using a similar model of AM and TM. We use Scarlett 2i2 USB 2.0 audio interface manufactured by Focusrite for recording two channels simultaneously into a stereo file 2 . The TM signals are recorded in left channel and the AM in the other as shown in Fig. 2 . Voice samples are recorded using a web interface with the Microsoft Edge web browser, and data are stored in remote server. The sampling frequency for original recordings is set at 44.1 kHz. These phrases (as listed in Appendix A) are same as the common phrases used in the Part I sub-condition of the on-going RedDots project on text-dependent speaker recognition [27] . Voice samples from five different sessions are collected for each subject, out of which one is noisy and the rests are from relatively silent condition such as common office environment. In both cases, we use clean speech for training. Therefore, the test case with clean speech is called as matched condition whereas test with noisy session is referred here as mismatched condition.
We collect data from 38 subjects. Speaker recognition experiments are conducted on a database of 30 speakers (23 male and 7 female) and speech-data from the remaining eight speakers are used in domain adaptation. We use speech signals from three different clean sessions for training text-dependent speaker model. For each speaker, 10 different models are created for each common phrases separately. Total 300 target models are trained for 30 speakers. Voice samples from the remaining two sessions are used in test. In order to evaluate the performance in clean and noisy condition, we use two sessions as two separate test conditions. Trials are designed such that the texts or spoken-content of target model and test segment are identical. In each condition, there are 9000 trials and out of them 300 are genuine or target while rests 8700 are impostor or nontarget. 
Experimental Setup
Description of Features and Classifiers
The recorded utterances have a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. In order to use it with suitable UBM data, we down-sample them at 16 kHz. Then we compute mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as spectral features for representing both AM and TM signals. The MFCCs are extracted from speech frames of duration 20 ms with 50% overlap. We use 20 filters in mel scale to compute 20 coefficients including the energy. Then we perform RelAtive SpecTrAl (RASTA) processing to reduce the linear channel effects [28] . We obtain 60-dimensional features after augmenting delta and double-delta coefficients computed with a window of three frames. Finally, we drop the non-speech frames using an energy-based SAD [1] .
Experiments are performed both with GMM-UBM [15] and i-Vector system [2] . In both cases, the UBMs are trained in a gender-independent manner from all 6300 speech files of the TIMIT corpus. We choose TIMIT as it has microphone speech of good quality (16 kHz) in English language similar to the AM speech to be used in the evaluation. UBMs are trained with 512 mixtures using 10 iterations of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Target models are created using a maximuma-posteriori (MAP) algorithm with relevance factor of 14. The i-vector extractor (i.e., T-matrix) is trained for 400 total factors with five iterations of EM. We compute recognition score as log-likelihood ratio and cosine similarity for GMM-UBM and i-vector system, respectively.
Performance Evaluation
We use equal error rate (EER) and minimum detection cost function (minDCF) to assess speaker recognition accuracy. EER is calculated in the detection threshold when the false alarm (P fa ) and the false rejection rate (Pmiss) are equal, whereas minDCF is the minimum of
where Θ is the detection threshold. Here, wmiss and w fa are weights for the miss and false alarm rate. We set wmiss = 0.01 and w fa = 0.99 following the NIST evaluation plan.
Results
Speaker Recognition with Individual Microphones
In the first experiment, we compute speaker verification accuracy using GMM-UBM and i-vector system. The results are shown in Table 1 for signals from individual microphones in matched and mismatched conditions. For both the systems, we observe that AM-based system performs better than TMbased in matched condition. However, in mismatched condition speaker recognition systems using TM speech outperforms AM-based systems. This agrees with the previous studies in this field [11] . Further, we observe the similar trend with ivector based system. We also note that state-of-the i-vector system gives relatively poor performance as compared to classical GMM-UBM system. This is most likely due to the lack of suitable development data for i-vector extractor as the performance of i-vector system is highly data-dependent [2] . Besides, the speech segments are very short in duration for which i-vector system is not very efficient [29] . Table 1 : Text-dependent speaker recognition results in terms of EER (in %) and minDCF (× 100) with single microphone for matched and mismatched conditions using GMM-UBM system. Results are shown for two separate microphones (AM and TM). 
Domain Adaptation with Limited In-domain Data
The results in Table 1 were obtained by using a UBM and Tmatrix both trained on TIMIT. Though TIMIT is a good choice as compared to any NIST corpus, it is not the most appropriate as the speech files of the current database are phonetically constrained. On the other hand, we do not have any publicly avail-able throat microphone corpus to use with TM speech effectively in speaker modeling. This dataset handicap can be partly solved by applying domain adaptation [30] . For this purpose, we use a limited amount of speech-data that are collected using our setup. Speech features from eight speakers (6 male and 2 female) are used to adapt the pre-trained UBM using relevance MAP. We separately create two different adapted UBMs: one for AM speech and another for TM with corresponding speech features. Only speech files of the four 'clean' sessions are considered. Subsequently for T-matrix estimation, we use those 320 (8 × 4 × 10) sentences as in-domain data in addition to the existing 6300 segments of TIMIT. The results are shown in Table 2. We have found that utilization of in-domain data considerably reduces recognition error rates in most cases. Comparing the results of Table 1 and Table 2 , we further observe that the relative improvements for TM-based systems are considerably higher than the improvements for AM-based system. 
SAD Using Throat Microphone Speech
In previous cases, the speech frames are detected by applying an energy-based SAD on the respective signals. Now we perform experiments with AM-based system where SAD labels are generated using TM speech as they are more robust to noise. These results are shown in Table 3 . In comparison to the results described in Table 2 , the improvement is considerable for mismatched condition. For example, in GMM-UBM system, EER and minDCF drop from 8.67% and 0.0405 to 4.67% and 0.0199, respectively. 
Score Fusion of AM and TM Systems
Finally, fusion is performed to combine two different microphone based systems. We apply equal weight based score fusion. The other possibility was to use feature-level fusion or so-called input fusion, we can not apply it here due to lack of suitable parallel data for joint training of AM and TM features. The results of combined system are shown in Table 4 .
In comparison with the results of obtained with single microphone based system as shown in Table 2 (TM) and Table 3 , we observe significant improvement in all cases except for GMM-UBM system in matched condition. Notable improvement is observed for mismatched condition for both GMM-UBM and i-Vector system. 
Conclusions
We developed a dual channel, acoustic and throat microphone, speech collection system. The developed system was used to collect a preliminary corpus of 38 speakers, where one session was recorded in noisy conditions and the other four sessions in an office environment. In the experiments, we demonstrated that speech recorded via throat microphones is more robust against additive noise mismatch than recordings made using conventional acoustical microphones, as was expected. We also showed that using the TM recording for SAD computation clearly improves the speaker recognition performance. Score fusion of systems based on AM and TM recordings are able to improve the EER from 6.67% to 1.67% for the mismatched case. As a future work, we plan to extend the number of speakers for our corpus and investigate further how to utilize TM recordings in conjunction with AM recordings in speaker recognition.
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